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Aleksandr Lukashenko together 
with the President of Russia, 
Vladimir Putin, took part in the 
plenary session of the 6th Forum 
of Regions of Belarus and Russia 
in St. Petersburg

The 
Wildfire 
of Hate 
Speech 65

MIR-1812 Military Historical Festival was held near the 
Mir Castle Complex. Re-enactors presenting warriors 

of the Russian and Napoleonic armies 
performed the Battle near Mir — the first 
large cavalry battle of 1812 in Belarus.

Mir has seen much
 Parade of troops of Russian and French armies on the battlefield
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By Aleksey Fedosov

Aleksandr Lukashenko 
and Vladimir Putin visit the 
Valaam Monastery of the 
Transfiguration of the Saviour

The building in the middle of 
Ladoga Lake has been attracting 
pilgrims from all over the world 
for a long time. The exact date 
of the monastery’s foundation is 
not known and there are many 

versions of how it began. Ac-
cording to documentary sources, 
the monastery was built in 1407. 
This historical and cultural site 
has had a difficult past, under-
going destruction and devas-
tation many times. At various 
times, it has housed a children’s 
orphanage, a school for young 
sailors and a boarding school 
for war and work invalids. In 
the 1990s, they started to re-
store and revive the monastery 
and its head is the Patriarch of 
the Russian Orthodox Church. 
It has a bakery and a hotel, with 
a dairy farm and fish breeding 
plant located nearby.

On arrival at the monastery, 
the presidents were met by the 
clergymen and in conversation 

with them Mr. Lukashenko 
noted, “The first thing I said to 
him [Vladimir Putin] is that I’m 
pleased that I’m visiting here 
for the first time accompanied 
by my friend.”

The heads of state toured the 
monastery’s grounds and visit-
ed the main temple. There they 
approached the relics of Sergius 
and Herman, the founders of the 
Valaam Monastery, the relics of 
Antipas of Valaam, and the icon 
of the Mother of God of Valaam. 
Near the icon, the presidents and 
the Belarusian President’s son, 
Nikolai Lukashenko, lit can-
dles. The guests examined the 
All Saints hermitage, the church 
of the Smolensk Icon of the 
Mother of God in the Smolensk 

hermitage, and visited the chap-
el consecrated in honour of the 
family of Tsar Nikolay II. Then 
the leaders also visited Svetly 
Island and went to see the St. 
Vladimir hermitage where the 
St. Vladimir church is located, 
to view the exhibition in the 
monastery’s museum.

On the way from Valaam to 
St. Petersburg, the heads of state 
visited another famous sanctu-
ary — the Konevsky Monastery 
of the Nativity of the Theotokos, 
on Konevets Island. Aleksandr 
Lukashenko and Vladimir Putin 
bowed to the relics of St. Arseny 
Konevsky who founded the 
church, lit candles and toured 
the upper part of the Church of 
the Nativity.

By Vladimir Mikhailov

Tavrichesky Palace in St. Petersburg 
has continuously hosted meetings, 
negotiations and sessions for the 
6th Forum of Regions of Belarus 
and Russia

Heads of the regions, parliamentar-
ians, representatives of businesses and 
experts discuss issues of industrial co-
operation, the formation of the common 
education and information space, as well 
as cultural-humanitarian projects and the 
development of tourism to aid econom-
ic growth. Furthermore, controversial 
topics were not avoided, as, if problems 
are brushed over, solutions will never be 
found. Of course, the journalists mostly 
wanted to find out about the results of the 
working group, which was established 
to complete the Union State Treaty with 
agreed steps. During the meeting the 
Chair of the Federation Council, Valentina 
Matviyenko, the Chairman of the Council 
of the Republic of the National Assembly, 
Mikhail Myasnikovich, couldn’t ignore 
the topic. He said that they managed to 
discuss their opinions on many issues, re-
sulting in the creation of a renewed plan of 
action connected with the implementation 
of the treaty.

“However, it will be difficult to im-
plement it without the participation of 
parliamentarians, as issues connected 
with unification and harmonisation of 
the two states’ legislation are intertwined. 
Legislation needs to be brought closer to 
eliminate existing barriers,” highlighted 
the Speaker.

“This year celebrates 20 years since 
the signing of the Union State Treaty, 
which is a good reason to further its im-
plementation with relevant new projects,” 
commented Ms. Matviyenko.

A discussion about the priorities of 
the Union State was launched during the 
high-level expert session. They pointed 
out that, in the 21st century, neither Rus-
sia nor Belarus will be peaceful, as histor-
ically, other centres of power will always 
perceive us as rivals. This doesn’t mean 
that confrontation is inevitable. However, 

they will only confront the Union State, 
so the Chairman of the Council of the Re-
public’s Standing Committee for Foreign 
Affairs and National Security, Sergey Ra-
khmanov, made the following conclusion, 
“We need to coordinate our development 
strategies and work together on national 
innovation systems. Businesses are work-
ing on these both in Belarus and Russia 
and they correspond to world standards. 
However, a common innovation strategy 
is still essential.”

Many businessmen today dream of 
such cooperation. This was especial-
ly noted at the extended session of the 
two states’ business councils. The event 
was held for the first time and without 
exaggeration, brought together the elite 
of Belarusian business. Much time was 
dedicated to obstacles and barriers which 
still hamper collaboration. These include 
unfair competition, restrictions on state 
purchases and the absence of a single in-
dustrial policy.

“The assembly production facilities 
which operate in Russia don’t fall under 

subsidy assistance rules and have no ac-
cess to privileged conditions, while the 
business may be both Belarusian and Rus-
sian, as an enterprise it is often perceived 
as a foreign venture,” said Vladimir Ul-
akhovich, Chairman of the Belarusian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

The State Secretary of the Union 
State, Grigory Rapota, commented on 
the problem of the single transport space 
which can’t continue to operate using the 
technologies of the 19th or 20th century. 
According to Mr. Rapota, it’s necessary to 
develop a faster highway for both railway 
and automobile transport.

The issues of abolishing roaming 
charges have also been protracted. “Up to 
now, we haven’t found the final solution 
for the abolishment of these charges,” ad-
mitted Yuri Vorobiev, the Deputy Chair-
man of the Federation Council. “This is 
connected not with state policy but purely 
with the economic position of the network 
owners. However, we’re confident that the 
issue will soon be settled satisfactorily.”

The topic of promoting joint produce 

to the markets of third states has also been 
under discussion. Both Belarus and Rus-
sia have their own models of export sup-
port. Why can’t we unite them and jointly 
promote common goods to external mar-
kets? For example, BelAZ signed a unique 
agreement with Belvnesheconombank 
and the Development State Corporation 
VEB.RF during the forum. The Director 
General of the machine building giant, 
Piotr Parkhomchik, is very optimistic, 
“We’ll try to launch our major products 
on the markets of Latin America, Africa 
and South East Asia.”

Director General of Belneftekh-
im-ROS, Denis Tumash, also brought 
back a large and impressive quantity of 
almost 30 commercial contracts from the 
St. Petersburg forum.

Agreements worth more than $120m 
were signed at the session of the national 
business councils. Overall, the figure was 
much higher after the forum concluded. 
In total, more than 80 documents were 
signed, including new agreements on co-
operation between Belarus and Russia.

A place where faith is accepted

Programme targets renovation

Recently, Aleksandr Lukashenko together with the President of Russia, Vladimir Putin, 
took part in the plenary session of the 6th Forum of Regions of Belarus and Russia in 
St. Petersburg. In addition, bilateral negotiations between the two heads of state also 
took place, focusing on the issues of developing trade-economic collaboration between 
Belarus and Russia. The presidents also discussed interaction as part of the Union State. 
On the eve of the event, the heads of state had an informal meeting.

During the work of the forum
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“We’ve met numerous times: in Sochi, Moscow and other 
places. We’ve even been under fire for meeting too often and 
deciding nothing. We’ve made the necessary decisions and 
outlined the necessary steps. We’ve set up a joint intergovern-
mental group which the governments are working on now.” 

D I R E C T  S P E E C H  

By Vasily Kharitonov

During the negotiations, the 
President of Belarus outlined 
the main idea of the talks, “We 
sometimes delay the settlement 
of certain issues (for objective 
and subjective reasons) and 
have reached the point where it’s 
necessary not simply to talk but 
to make a decision. The people, 
as well  as journalists and spe-
cialists, are expecting this from 
us, the time is right to decide. 
In December we’ll celebrate 20 
years of our Union State Treaty. 
I believe we cannot leave any un-
solved issues behind by that date. 
What achievements are we go-
ing to talk about as we celebrate 
the 20th anniversary? There will 
be nothing for us to say if we fail 
to settle our problems and do not 
sign the programme shaping our 
joint strategy.” The construction 
of the Union State programme 
is ambiguous. On the one hand, 
almost 60 joint projects have al-
ready been implemented, with 
trade turnover and mutual invest-
ments growing, while projects in 
the social sphere, security and 
defence are operating success-
fully. On the other hand, barriers 
remain regarding the exchange 
of Belarusian goods and servi- 
ces with the Russian market. 
There are still problems with 
state purchases and there are no 
equal conditions for Belarusian 
and Russian enterprises. There 
are also issues connected with 
compensation for the so called 
‘tax manoeuvre’ in the oil in-
dustry and prices for natural gas. 
However, what is even more sur-
prising is that some Russian pol-
iticians and experts would like 
to overturn everything achieved 
so far, saying that first we need 
to reinforce integration and then 
conduct talks on gas, ‘tax ma-
noeuvre’, etc.

It’s no accident that the ex-
pert community began to talk 
about cracks in the Union State 
Treaty and even about Bela-
rus reportedly joining Russia. 
However, even before the vis-
it to St. Petersburg, Aleksandr 
Lukashenko was ada-mant that 
the sovereignty of Belarus is un-
shakeable, as is the Union State 
Treaty which no one is going to 
dismantle or rewrite. It is a dif-
ferent matter that many of its 
points haven’t yet been fully im-
plemented.

It’s clear that the ‘roadmap’ 
for further action has been reas-
sessed in the light of Union State 
agreement issues. In this respect, 
Mr. Lukashenko highlighted 

that the presidents have done 
everything necessary and now 
it’s time for the  governments of 
the two states to act, “We’ve met 
numerous times: in Sochi, Mos-
cow and other places. We’ve 
even been under fire for meeting 
too often and deciding nothing. 
We’ve made the necessary de-
cisions and outlined the neces-
sary steps. We’ve set up a joint 
intergovernmental group which 
the governments are working on 
now. We also have many current 
issues which the working group 
and the governments are aware 
of. The programme has been also 
elaborated in detail.”

In this respect, Mr. Lukashen-
ko proposed that the document 
is approved and all issues settled 
by the end of the year.

During the informal meet-
ing, the presidents spoke about 

current issues and Vladimir 
Putin said that such discussions 
were useful and promising. The 
Russian leader then made a 
statement which he later repeat-
ed word for word at the forum’s 
plenary session, “Undoubtedly, 
Belarus is the closest strate-
gic partner and ally of Russia. 
We’re working across all areas 
including security, the military, 
defence and economic sectors. 
We see our mutual trade steadily 
growing, and this can only make 
us happy. However, some issues 
will always emerge with such a 
large-scale joint project. I hope 
that today’s meeting will bring 
positive results for us and we 
will move forward.”

There is motivation for such 
progress and Mr. Putin highlight-
ed the fact that, last year, Belaru-
sian-Russian trade turnover has 
increased by almost 10 percent 
to reach $35.5bn.

“Moreover, Russia holds a 
firm first place in the size of ac-
cumulated direct investments in 
the Belarusian economy, at al-
most $4bn.”

The Chairman of the Coun-
cil of the Republic of the Na-
tional Assembly, Mikhail My-
asnikovich, also commented 
that the aims of the Union State 
Treaty haven’t become obsolete, 
“However, restrictive measures 
continue to operate regarding 
Belarusian manufacturers of 
food, despite the ‘roadmaps’ 
already deve-loped aimed at 
removing mutual restrictions. 
Systematic settlement of these 

and other issues require harmo-
nisation and unification of na-
tional legislation. The solution 
to these issues should be ensured 
bringing legislation closer to 
each other, but the process is 
getting unreasonably protracted. 
Reproaches that Belarus buys 
only resources from Russia and 
sells ready-made goods on the 
Russian market are unfair. Ac-
cording to the facts, Russia con-
siderably outstrips other states 
in the supplies of radio devices, 
refrigerators, TV sets, washing 
machines and passenger cars 
to Belarus. Despite the fact that 
Belarus also produces all these 
goods it hasn’t closed its markets 
or blocked Russian imports.”

We have the right to expect 
the same from our partners. We 
shouldn’t pressure each other for 
the common market but unite re-
sources and jointly enter the mar-
kets of third countries. For exam-
ple, the Chairman of the Vitebsk 
Regional Executive Committee, 
Nikolai Sherstnev, suggested cre-
ating a scientific production clus-
ter for flax manufacture, “The 
innovation of the current forum 
is that for the first time, human-
itarian projects are widely repre-
sented in the programme and the 
venue chosen is very appropriate. 
Since the moment of its founda-
tion, St. Petersburg has always 
been and continues to be a centre 
of events which are closely con-
nected with the history of Russia. 
The city has always been a place 
of attraction for creative people: 
architects, musicians, scientists, 

art experts, writers and poets. 
It fulfils the function of cultural 
integration of the countries and 
nations.”

The topic of the forum ech-
oes with dates — important for 
both Belarusians and Russians. 
This year, we celebrate the 75th 
anniversary of the total libera-
tion of Leningrad from the Nazi 
blockade and the liberation of 
Belarus, while 2020 will unite 
us in celebrating the 75th anni-
versary of the Great Victory.

Mr. Lukashenko also spoke 
about regional interaction as a 
locomotive of integration and 
about Belarusians (living in Rus-
sia) making a big contribution to 
the development of cultural and 
humanitarian ties and about a 
single educational space. He 
also named promising areas of 
sci-tech collaboration with Rus-
sia: nano-materials, information 
technologies, medicine and ra-
dio-electronics. As far as joint 
space exploration and the con-
struction of the Belarusian nu-
clear power station is concerned, 
the goals are purely pragmatic: 
to pull up to the level of the ‘elder 
brother’ and to teach Belarusians 
the most advanced technologies.

Mr. Lukashenko also sug-
gested thinking about joint appli-
cations with Russia for the con-
duct of large sports forums. This 
will stimulate the development 
of tourism in our states. Success-
ful conduct of the FIFA World 
Cup in Russia last year and the 
2nd European Games in Minsk 
demonstrated again that we can 
achieve a great deal.

Vladimir Putin’s proposal 
is to expand the practice of us-
ing the sports infrastructure for 
joint preparation of Russian and 
Belarusian athletes for the Sum-
mer Olympic Games in Tokyo 
and Winter Olympic Games in 
Beijing.

Allies should have no problems
The plenary session was a central event on the agenda at the 
Forum of Regions of Belarus and Russia, with heads of regions, 
parliamentarians, businessmen and experts joined by the presidents 
Aleksandr Lukashenko and Vladimir Putin after conducting talks
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By Svetlana Yevgenieva

Russian Ambassador talks 
about principles for work-
ing in Belarus 

Dmitry Mezentsev describes 
his positive feelings on his arriv-
al in Minsk and looks forward to 
an interesting time as the Embas-
sy team dedicate themselves to 
an interconnected and multifac-
eted project to boost and expand 
bilateral relations.

Mr. Mezentsev talked about 
the guidelines he received from 
the Russian leadership when 
he was appointed Ambassa-
dor. “Do everything to make 
the scale and depth of relations 
between the Russian Federa-
tion and the Republic of Be-
larus even more productive so 
that people will feel it, preserve 
the traditions of the brotherly 
nations, the national Slavonic 
culture, economic interaction 
and the ability and readiness to 
borrow the best practices from 
each other,” said the diplomat.

When asked whether he 
intended to continue working 
in the manner of the previous 
ambassador — Mikhail Bab-
ich, Mr. Mezentsev noted that 

he couldn’t compare his style 
to that of the previous head of 
the Russian diplomatic mission 
because he had not worked with 
him before. The Ambassador 
assured us he would like the 
doors of the Russian Embassy 
to stay open to all friends.

The reporters also asked 
how the Ambassador intended 
to overcome a certain caution 
which has emerged in Belaru-
sian society during his prede-
cessor’s tenure. Mr. Mezentsev 
noted that debates may be start-
ed even in families and relations 
between countries are no excep-
tion. “However, these should be 
looked at from the point of view 
of a strategic partnership and the 
many years of good relations that 
our nations and representatives 
of government agencies of the 
regions have built. It would be 
wrong to ignore this or to under-
appreciate it,” he stressed. The 
Ambassador said that he pays 
close attention to the moods and 
opinions of Belarusian society. 
“As for the dangers and the ten-
sions you [reporters — editor’s 
remark] mention, the attitude to 
them should be serious. What 
can we do about it? We can only 
practice more openness. We can 
explain things which sometimes 
seem to be left unclear. We can 
explain the steps that help part-
ners to understand each other 
better,” he said.

Mr. Mezentsev believes 
that there is great potential in 
the treaty on founding the Un-
ion State of Belarus and Russia, 
and both countries can do a lot 
more for the benefit of their 
nations while still considering 
their national interests.

By Oleg Bogomazov

Sberbank continues to take 
part in aiding the Belarusian 
economy. “On the whole, you 
adhere to the policy we agreed 
on when you came to Belarus. 
I appreciate this: you deliver 
on your promises. Unfortu-
nately, such people are few and 
far between. You are one of 
them. This is why it’s always a 
pleasure for me to talk to you. I 
know that our talks will always 
be beneficial,” commented the 
President of Belarus.

Mr. Lukashenko also men-
tioned the organisation of the 
13th Summer Internation-
al Sberbankiada in Minsk, 
highlighting that he always 
supports such grand sporting 
events. Furthermore, the infra-
structure used over the course 
of the 2nd European Games 
contributed greatly to the 

successful organisation of the 
event. The President also drew 
attention to the benefits of 
hosting the Sberbankiada from 
the point of view of increasing 
tourism. “These people [par-
ticipants of the Sberbankia-
da] are proactive and will talk 
about Belarus, so their friends 
and families will come here 
later,” said Mr. Lukashenko. 
German Gref said that during 
the preparation for the 2nd 
European Games, a wonder-
ful infrastructure for sporting 
competitions has been created 
in Belarus.

“Sberbank intends to focus 
on the transfer of technologies 
to the Belarusian market,” not-
ed the Chairman of Russian 
Sberbank’s Board, German 
Gref, after meeting Aleksan-
dr Lukashenko. The Head of 
Sberbank said that the meeting 
with the Belarusian Head of 

State had touched upon what 
both parties could do regarding 
new technologies. The transfer 
of technologies into the bank-
ing industry, other branches of 
the economy and social poli-
cy were also mentioned. Both 
sides agreed to continue a more 
detailed conversation featuring 
a demonstration of the techno-
logical solutions Sberbank has 
developed.

“New technologies always 
mean new investments. If we 
talk about Sberbank, we invest 
roughly $2bn in new technolo-
gies per year. It’s good that we 
don’t need to invest as heavily 
here [in Belarus]. Here we can 
use the solutions we’ve creat-
ed in Russia which will make 
things easier,” said Mr. Gref.

It’s already been announced 
that by next Independence Day, 
Sberbank will have constructed 
an educational ‘feature’ musi-
cal fountain in Minsk.

“Sberbank has come up 
with a new technology to com-
bine light, sound, water and 
images with an educational 
aspect. We put a lot of effort 
into education,” said the Head 
of Sberbank. The light-and-
music fountains will be fitted 
with laser-powered video pro-
jection systems. Any image 
can be projected onto large 
sheets of water, allowing the 
fountain to be used for educa-
tional purposes.

By Vladimir Velikhov

“Belarus is ready to play its role 
in the development of this Russian re-
gion,” noted Aleksandr Lukashenko as 
he met the Governor of the Primorsky 
Krai, Oleg Kozhemyako.

Mr. Lukashenko said that Belarus 
is ready to supply Primorsky Krai with 
farm machinery, engineering goods 
and vehicles for public transport. 
“We’re ready to set up joint ventures 
and to provide any support and assis-
tance required,” said the Head of State.

The President admitted that he has 
closely watched the career of Oleg 
Kozhemyako, through his work as the 
Governor of the Sakhalin and Amur 
Regions of Russia, and since 2018 as 

the Head of the Primor-
sky Krai. Throughout his 
time in these offices, the 
relationship between the 
Russian krai and Belarus 

has developed. In this respect, Alek-
sandr Lukashenko expressed hope 
for continued constructive interac-
tion. “I said to the Russian President: 
‘Ok, you transferred our friend [Oleg 
Kozhemyako] but we will create more 
projects in the Primorsky Krai.’ He 
replied that he would be very happy 
about this,” said the Belarusian leader.

Oleg Kozhemyako was thanked for 
the joint efforts which have contribut-
ed to the development of the Far East-
ern regions of Russia over the years. 
“We’ve implemented many good pro-
jects, useful for companies in Russia’s 
Far East and Belarus. We’ve created a 
strong foundation of trust and mutual 
respect. This is something which will 
be used as the starting point in the 

development of the new trade and so-
cio-economic relations between Bela-
rus and the Primorsky Krai,” said the 
Governor.

Furthermore, many people in the 
Primorsky Krai have their roots in Be-
larus. “For us this bond is unbreakable. 
It is in our hearts, so we will continue 
to work together for the benefit of our 
people,” added Mr. Kozhemyako.

The Governor emphasised that Be-
larus has always lent a helping hand 
in difficult times and provided humani-
tarian assistance, especially during the 
floods in the Amur Region. In addition, 
great progress has been made in the de-
velopment and implementation of joint 
projects in the agricultural sector. He 
expressed the confidence that his first 
trip to Belarus as the Head of the Pri-
morsky Krai will help develop a polit-
ical roadmap and draw up plans which 
will be implemented in the future.

According to the Russian Gover-

nor, it will be even easier to reinforce 
the relationship with the Primorsky 
Krai than with the Sakhalin Region. 
“The Primorsky Krai is on the main-
land and is a more densely populated 
region which borders four countries: 
China, North Korea, South Korea and 
Japan. These are warm-water ports and 
a large ship-building complex,” ex-
plained Mr. Kozhemyako, adding that 
construction specialists, especially in 
road construction, will be in demand in 
the Primorsky Krai as well as those for 
agriculture.

During the meeting, the President 
of Belarus, Aleksandr Lukashenko, 
awarded the Order of Honour to the 
Governor of Russia’s Primorsky Krai, 
Oleg Kozhemyako. The Head of State 
presented the prestigious award during 
an official ceremony at the Palace of 
Independence in Minsk, which was 
attended by the Governor’s family 
members.
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Ready for major  
projects to begin

Interaction with the Primorsky Krai is an example 
of perfect relations with Russian regions

Transfer of new, advanced 
technologies from Sberbank

During meeting with the Chairman of Sberbank’s 
Board, German Gref, Aleksandr Lukashenko 
compliments the Russian Sberbank’s work in Belarus

Steps which help us 
understand our partners
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Assistance from all sides
By Olga Korneeva

Political dialogue be-
tween Belarus and Poland 
facilitates development of 
economic cooperation

The Marshal (Chairman) 
of the Senate of Poland — 
Stanislaw Karczewski — ad-
dressed the Belarusian-Pol-
ish Good Neighbourliness 
Economic Forum, saying that 
Belarus and Poland are unit-
ed. “Our dialogue is advanc-
ing, moving towards greater 
cooperation. It is not only 
business or trade that bring 
us closer. It  is something 
more,” he said. In this re-
gard, the Polish Senate Mar-
shal said that the ceremony 
to unveil a plaque in honour 

of famous Polish musician, 
composer and arranger, Cze-
slaw Niemen, in Grodno, was 
symbolic.

He drew particular atten-
tion to cooperation in science. 
The interaction between the 
academies of science and 
universities of Belarus and 
Poland has been gaining mo-

mentum. Like Belarus, Poland 
is committed to an innovative 
economy and the pooling of 
efforts and resources will ben-
efit both countries.

Speaking to reporters, 
Stanislaw Karczewski said 
that cooperation with Belarus 
is developing in many areas: 
politics, economy, culture 
and science. “We are pleased 
that our trade turnover and in-
vestments are on the rise, but 
the human dimension is very 
important. Our main priority 
is youth, the future. The co-
operation between our young 
people inspires optimism 
in me. With this in mind we 
are discussing collaboration 
for 2021-2027,” said Mr. 
Karczewski.

By Natalia Yemelyanova

Belarus advocates 
strengthening the OSCE 
economic and environ-
mental dimensions in 
order to enhance secu-
rity in the region — the 
Chairman of the Standing 
Commission for Interna-
tional Affairs of the House 
of Representatives, Valery 
Voronetsky, said at a meet-
ing of the OSCE PA General 
Committee on Economic 
Affairs, Science, Technolo-
gy and the Environment

Belarus has attended the 
28th Annual Session of the 
OSCE Parliamentary Assem-
bly in Luxembourg. When 
addressing the meeting of the 
OSCE PA General Committee 
on Economic Affairs, Science, 
Technology and the Environ-
ment, Valery Voronetsky said 
that Belarus attaches key im-
portance to the strengthening 
of the OSCE economic and 
environmental dimensions in 
order to increase the level of 
regional security and stability. 
In this respect, he reminded 
the MPs of the conference 

of the OSCE Parliamentary 
Assembly’s Silk Road Sup-
port Group Belt and Road: 
Strengthening Cooperation 
for Sustainable Development 
and Prosperity — held in 
Minsk in April 2019. It adopt-
ed the Minsk Declaration, 
which calls for the promotion 
of cross-border e-commerce, 
logistics and transport corri-
dors, elimination of barriers 
and establishment of effective 
links between countries and 
integration associations.

Moreover, the Belarusian 
MP highlighted the achieve-
ments of Belarus in the IT in-
dustry. Since digital technol-
ogies are a powerful driver of 
economic growth, he urged the 
study of the multidimensional 
impact of digitalisation on the 
economic and environmental 
security, technological, man-
agerial and public processes. 
The MP thanked his colleagues 
for the support of the Bela-
rus-sponsored draft resolution 
— Strategic Foresight for Sci-
ence, Technology and Innova-
tion for Sustainable Develop-
ment — which was included in 
the Luxembourg Declaration.

By Svetlana Savelieva

Belarusian Currency 
and Stock Exchange and 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
to develop cooperation in 
exchange trade

The Belarusian Currency 
and Stock Exchange (BCSE) 
and the Shenzhen Stock Ex-
change (SZSE) have signed a 
memorandum of understanding 
aimed to advance their relation-
ships in exchange trade.

The memorandum includes 
the launch of a Belarusian-Chi-
nese initiative to service the 
stock market. The initiative 
will include the sharing of 
exchange information, the or-
ganisation of joint events and 

research projects meant to de-
velop and support organised 
stock markets.

According to experts, the 
memorandum represents an-
other step in the expansion of 
Belarus-China cooperation in 
exchange trade. The Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange (SZSE) is one 
of China’s main stock exchang-
es. It’s one of the ten largest in 
Asia. The SZSE was founded in 
1990 as a self-regulatory legal 
entity under the management 
of the China Securities Regu-
latory Commission (CSRC). 
The Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
facilitates trade in shares, mutu-
al funds and bonds, with 2,170 
companies listed on the stock 
exchange.

Memorandum includes joint initiative

Evidence of regional 
interrelations 

By Vladimir Khromov

According to Mr. Myas-
nikovich, Belarus hopes for 
new interesting projects and 
ideas which will help bolster 
bilateral cooperation. In par-
ticular, the meeting focused on 
the export of Belarusian pot-
ash fertilisers to Bangladesh. 
“Issues concerning investment 
goods such as farming and road 
construction equipment are be-
ing addressed successfully,” Mr. 
Myasniklovich said. He added 
that Belarus is interested not 
only in the development of trade 
but also in new joint ventures. 
In addition, Belarus is ready to 
share its technologies and inno-
vations.

Belarus, for its part, buys 
a wide range of products from 
Bangladesh, including those 
for the carpet industry, textiles 
and leather goods. Mr. Myas-
nikovich praised their quality, 
popularity on the market and 
expressed interest in increased 
deliveries. 

Speaking about the level of 
bilateral relations in general, 
the official said that Belarus has 
always supported Bangladesh, 
including in the international 
arena. Md. Nasiruzzaman, in 
turn, offered his thanks for such 
a friendly approach from the Be-
larusians.

During the talks, the two 
sides discussed a wide range 
of issues concerning the devel-
opment of Belarus-Bangladesh 
cooperation, including in the 
agricultural industry. “This is 
not only the topic of fertilisers 
but also of farming equipment. 
The talks on a new agreement 
are in progress,” Mr. Myas-
nikovich told reporters. Md. 
Nasiruzzaman added that the 
participants of the meeting also 
discussed cooperation in seed 
farming, education and person-
nel training.

In 2018, Belarus-Bangla-
desh bilateral trade went up 
by 18 percent. Major exports 
of Belarus are equipment and 
potash fertilisers. On July 8th, 
Belarusian Potash Company 
(BPC) and Bangladesh Agricul-
tural Development Corporation 
(BADC) signed a memorandum 
and a contract on the delivery 
of Belarusian potassium chlo-
ride (450,000 tonnes of potash 
fertilisers) in the next financial 
year. While mulling over the 
terms of the contact, the sides 
discussed other promising ave-
nues for cooperation. BPC and 
BADC have a solid foundation 
for partnership because the two 
companies are state-owned and 
represent the interests of their 
countries. It facilitates joint 
work at a strategic level.

Major plans on real basis
Belarus is pleased with the current state of affairs in 
relations with Bangladesh and is interested in new joint 
projects. The statement was made at the meeting of 
Mikhail Myasnikovich — the Chairman of the Council of the 
Republic and a supervisor of cooperation with Bangladesh 
— with the delegation of the Ministry of Agriculture of 
Bangladesh led by Secretary Md. Nasiruzzaman.
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The Wildfire  
of Hate Speech

Around the world, hate is on the 
march.

A menacing wave of intolerance 
and hate-based violence is targeting 
worshippers of many faiths across 
the globe. Sadly — and disturbingly 
— such vicious incidents are becom-
ing all too familiar.

In recent months, we have seen 
Jews murdered in synagogues, their 
gravestones defaced with swastikas; 
Muslims gunned down in mosques, 
their religious sites vandalised; 
Christians killed at prayer, their 
churches torched. 

Beyond these horrific attacks, in-
creasingly loathsome rhetoric is being 
aimed not only at religious groups but 
also minorities, migrants, refugees, 
women and any so-called ‘other’.

As the wildfire of hate spreads, 
social media is being exploited for 
bigotry. Neo-Nazi and white suprem-
acist movements are growing. And 
incendiary rhetoric is being weap-
onised for political gain.

Hate is moving into the main-
stream in liberal democracies and 
authoritarian regimes alike — and 
casting a shadow over our common 
humanity.

The United Nations has a long his-
tory of mobilising the world against 
hatred of all kinds through wide-rang-
ing action to defend human rights and 
advance the rule of law.

Indeed, the very identity and es-
tablishment of the Organisation are 
rooted in the nightmare that ensues 
when virulent hatred is left unop-
posed for too long.

We recognise hate speech as an 
attack on tolerance, inclusion, di-
versity and the very essence of our 
human rights norms and principles.

More broadly, it undermines 
social cohesion, erodes shared val-

ues, and can lay the foundation for 
violence, setting back the cause of 
peace, stability, sustainable develop-
ment and human dignity.

In recent decades, hate speech has 
been a precursor to atrocity crimes, 
including genocide, from Rwanda to 
Bosnia to Cambodia.

I fear that the world is reaching 
another acute moment in battling the 
demon of hate.

That is why I have launched 
two United Nations initiatives in re-
sponse.

First, I have just unveiled a 
Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate 
Speech to coordinate efforts across 
the whole United Nations system, 
addressing the root causes and mak-
ing our response more effective.

Second, we are developing an 
Action Plan for the UN to be fully en-
gaged in efforts to support safeguard 
religious sites and ensure the safety 
of houses of worship.

To those who insist on using fear 
to divide communities, we must say: 
diversity is a richness, never a threat.

A deep and sustained spirit of 
mutual respect and receptivity can 

transcend posts and tweets fired off in 
a split second. We must never forget, 
after all, that each of us is an ‘other’ 
to someone, somewhere. There can 
be no illusion of safety when hate is 
widespread.

As part of one humanity, it is our 
duty to look after each other.

Of course, all action aimed at ad-
dressing and confronting hate speech 
must be consistent with fundamental 
human rights.

Addressing hate speech does not 
mean limiting or prohibiting freedom 
of speech. It means keeping hate 
speech from escalating into some-
thing more dangerous, particularly 
incitement to discrimination, hostil-
ity and violence, which is prohibited 
under international law.

We need to treat hate speech as 
we treat every malicious act: by con-
demning it, refusing to amplify it, 
countering it with the truth, and en-
couraging the perpetrators to change 
their behaviour.

Now is the time to step up to 
stamp out anti-Semitism, anti-Mus-
lim hatred, persecution of Christians 
and all other forms of racism, xeno-
phobia and related intolerance.

Governments, civil society, the 
private sector and the media all have 
important roles to play. Political and 
religious leaders have a special re-
sponsibility to promote peaceful co-
existence.

Hatred is a danger to everyone — 
and so fighting it must be a job for 
everyone.

Together, we can put out the 
wildfire of hate and uphold the val-
ues that bind us together as a single 
human family.

António Guterres,
Secretary-General

of the United Nations

By Victor Kharkov

Elimination of all forms of discrim-
ination has been known to be one of 
the major goals of the United Na-
tions Organisation from the moment 
of its foundation. This June, during 
the informal meeting with repre-
sentatives of the UN member states, 
the UN Secretary-General, António 
Guterres, launched the United Na-
tions Strategy and Plan of Action 
on Hate Speech. The purpose of the 
Strategy is to deepen understand-
ing for all United Nations entities 
with regard to the insidious impact 
of hate speech and how they can 
more effectively address it in their 
work. The strategy calls for stronger 
support for member states, as well 
as stronger engagement of private 
companies, civil society and media. 
The Strategy also provides ideas on 
how to address the root causes and 
drivers of hate speech and how to re-
duce its impact on society.

Furthermore, the issues of intoler-
ance and violence against the back-
ground of hatred are reflected in the 
Information Security Concept of the 
Republic of Belarus. In particular, the 
Concept reads that at present, via the 
information space, people are often 
involved in terrorist and extremist 
activities while inter-faith hostilities 
are stirred up. “These give birth to 
modern social cataclysms. As a re-
sult, millions of people suffer and the 
political map of the world changes, 
with universal moral principles be-
ing put into the background,” noted 
the President of Belarus, Aleksandr 
Lukashenko, speaking at the Repub-
lican session and tackling issues of 
the state’s information security.

The topic under discussion is 
currently of global significance. It’s 
likely that this encouraged Mr. Gu-
terres to write a corresponding arti-
cle which he kindly procured for The 
Minsk Times exclusive publication in 
one of issues of the weekly. We will 
publish the article and thank the UN 
Secretary-General for his attention 
to our edition.

E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

By Oleg Bogomazov

Belarus is ready to honour 
its commitments regarding the 
provision of resources for UN 
peacekeeping operations. A 
statement was made by the Chief 
of the General Staff, First Depu-
ty Defence Minister of Belarus 
Oleg Belokonev at the UN Con-
ference on Peacekeeping.

“Oleg Belokonev expressed 
the readiness of Belarus for the 
practical implementation of its 
commitments regarding the 
provision of resources for UN 
peacekeeping operations. He 
also highlighted the openness 
and flexibility of Belarus in co-
operation with our foreign part-
ners,” said the Foreign Minis-
try. The Head of the Belarusian 
Military Delegation highlight-
ed the importance of pooling 

efforts from many countries in 
order to improve the results ob-
tained by peacekeeping opera-
tions and enhance the potential 
of peacekeeping missions. Mr. 
Belokonev said he was confi-
dent that the ongoing reforms 
in the UN Secretariat will result 
in the creation of a reliable sys-
tem, which will then contribute 
to stronger security and peace, 
reinforcing the peace-making 
potential of the UN.

In his speech he also men-
tioned the special role women 
play in supporting peace and 
security. According to the Be-
larusian side, their active par-
ticipation in the resolution of 
conflicts represents not only a 
step towards gender equality 
but also an important factor in 
ensuring peace and sustainable 
development.

Aiming to maintain 
peace and security

Belarus ready to provide resources 
for UN peacekeeping operations

Praising efforts 
of the country
By Vladimir Mikhailov

United Nations Secre-
tary-General, António 
Guterres, praises efforts of 
Belarus in strengthening 
international and regional 
security

He made this statement at his 
recent meeting with the Permanent 
Representative of Belarus to the 
UN, Valentin Rybakov, at the UN 
Headquarters in New York.

The preparation for the 
High-Level International Con-
ference Combatting Terrorism 
through Innovative Approaches 
and the Use of New and Emerging 
Technologies was one of the key 
topics covered during the meeting, 
along with the participation of the 
UN Secretary-General in the event, 
which is organised by Belarus and 
the UN and will be held in Minsk 
on September 3rd-4th. Both parties 
also exchanged views on the most 
pressing issues of international re-
lations, as well as on the prospects 
for further cooperation between 
Belarus and the UN.

By Svetlana Savelieva

Belarus will continue to 
promote the Helsinki 2 
initiative 
Answering journalists’ ques-
tions, the Deputy Foreign 
Minister of Belarus, Andrei 
Dapkiunas, recalled that the 
President of Belarus Alek-
sandr Lukashenko proposed 
the initiative to resume meet-
ings with the heads of the 
OSCE states two years ago. 
“The process requires time 
and support. This is not the 
kind of the idea that gains 
quick publicity, it’s a part 
of life,” stressed the Dep-
uty Minister. It is reported 
that the President of Bela-
rus, Aleksandr Lukashenko, 
suggested launching a dis-
cussion between members of 
the Organisation for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) on the need for a 
new Helsinki Process, as 
he spoke at the plenary ses-
sion dedicated to the formal 

opening of the 26th OSCE 
PA Annual Session in Minsk  
in 2017.

The Head of State revisit-
ed the Helsinki 2 idea during 
his meeting with members of 
the public, experts and the 
Belarusian and foreign media 
in March 2019. “It’s time to 
convene Helsinki 2 and talk 
seriously at least at the lev-
el of OSCE heads of state,” 
noted Mr. Lukashenko. “We 
cannot rush ahead. We have 
to do it step by step.”

He mentioned the nego-
tiations between the leaders 
of the USA and North Korea 
as an example. Many people 
expected the first meeting of 
the heads of state to break 
down difficulties in relations 
between the countries right 
away, but it did not happen in 
that way. “Important matters 
cannot be tackled right away 
where major players are in-
volved and particularly at the 
level of countries,” noted the 
President.

The unifying power

António Guterres

Exclusive
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Revived beauty
This 180-year-old pictur-

esque man-made artery — ‘born’ 
as a utilitarian replacement of the 
water trade route through Prussia 
— has become a ‘must-see’ for 
many thousands of tourists from 
all over the world since May 
2006. Furthermore, it clearly 
shows that love for one’s native 
land and respect for the country’s 
history can be a launching pad for 
the implementation of the most 
ambitious projects.

The value of this unique 
hydraulic structure is not only 
rooted in the perfection of its 
engineering and builders’ skills. 
The history of the Avgustovsky 
Canal tells us that it once united 
three nations: Belarusian, Polish 
and Russian. When, almost two 
centuries ago, Prussia introduced 
prohibitively high duties on the 
transportation of goods by Rus-
sian cargo ships along the Vis-
tula, Russian Tsar, Alexander 
I, agreed with Francis-Xavier 
Drutsky-Lyubetsky, Minister of 
Finance of the Kingdom of Po-
land (at that time part of the Rus-
sian Empire), about the need for 
an alternative waterway. Interest-
ingly: two groups of designers 
presented their ideas to the Em-
peror: Russian and Polish, with 
the Poles winning the ‘tender’. 
The construction lasted for 15 
years and ended with an object 
unique in its scale and thorough 
engineering.

After two world wars, the ca-
nal’s waterway had become ru-
ined. The border zone of the So-
viet Union, along which the canal 
passed, was closed to ordinary 
visitors for decades, completing 
the destructive process, and time 
almost wiped out the human ef-
forts of the past. Famous journal-
ist Aleksandr Losminsky recalls, 
“Even I, a native Grodno resident 
and journalist, didn’t know that 
there was such a treasure here. 
The truth was revealed to me 
in the late 1970s. We photogra-
phers were invited on a tour of 
the Polish People’s Republic and 
a trip along the Avgustovsky Ca-
nal with the accompaniment of 
a wonderful guide, who told us 
the history of the construction. 
There I made a sensational dis-
covery: the Avgustovsky Canal 
flows into the Nieman River near 
Grodno, but few knew of it. That 
was when it was already a popu-
lar place for tourists and a Mecca 
of outdoor activities in Poland.”

The Grodno enthusiast was 
captivated by a dream to someday 
see this historical artery revived. 
“Many were skeptical about the 
idea of restoring the canal, say-
ing that it was unlikely anyone 
would be interested in the ruins... 
However, there were some who 
were. Among them was a former 
chairman of the Grodno Region-
al Executive Committee, Mikhail 
Komarets. At a meeting with the 

President, he spoke about the Av-
gustovsky Canal and the Head of 
State attached great importance 
to this unique monument of his-
tory, architecture, engineering 
and nature... A working group 
was immediately formed; they 
came to the site a week later, 
when it was decided to revive the 
canal,” he adds.

Touching history
This difficult work was en-

trusted to the Grodnomeliovod-
khoz regional unitary enterprise 

and its General Director, Boris 
Bogdanets, still remembers the 
joy his team experienced when 
undertaking the task. “After the 
collapse of the USSR, it was 
very hard to find jobs. We could 
not find our niche, so when the 
Presidential decree was adopt-
ed, and we were provided with a 
contract worth $15m — we were 
in seventh heaven. We loaded all 
our businesses with work and be-
gan to make progress. We signed 
agreements with 83 sub-contrac-
tors and purchased equipment: 
cars, excavators and buses. We 
worked selflessly, professionally 
and smoothly. For you to im-
agine the scale of our work: our 
preparatory earthworks involved 
97 excavators. We were building 
but were well aware that we were 
touching history. Strict control 
was exercised by scientific head, 
Andrey Parkhuta, who never let 
us relax,” said Mr. Bogdanets.

Spreading out archival pho-

tographs from the construction 
sites, he continued, “Here is 
the Nemnovo gateway. Do you 
see its condition? It was almost 
non-existent! Now, it’s wonder-
ful. Look, this is Kuzhinets; it 
was also destroyed. However, 
it’s all different now. This aerial 
photograph shows how we ex-
panded the canal — making it 
10 times wider. Designs accom-
panied the construction and a 
great deal changed in the course 
of the work — most often be-
cause of the deplorable state of 

the original. I remember we were 
supposed to remove 20 thousand 
cubic metres of trees along the 
slopes. However, after walking 
along 200-300 metres, I decided 
to leave them. I believe we acted 
correctly. The forest approaches 
almost to the edge of water and 
creates a fabulous impression.”

He believes that 95 percent of 
the modern Avgustovsky Canal is 
an exact copy of its predecessor 
of 180 years ago. The funding 
also provided for some serious 
historical research. A histori-
an of architecture, Igor Trusov, 
worked at the Military-Historical 
Archive of St. Petersburg, which 
kept about a hundred volumes 
of original documentation relat-
ed to the Avgustovsky Canal’s 
construction — including maps, 
drawings, even some building 
materials such as nails. The his-
torian brought copies of drawings 
of authentic drawbridges from St. 
Petersburgh. As they were in the 

past, these bridges are raised and 
lowered manually. “There were 
ideas to automate them. Some 
people said: we live in a modern 
world and should avoid manual 
mechanisms. However, I insisted 
that we must preserve the authen-
ticity,” noted Mr. Bogdanets.

After the reconstruction, the 
canal remained under the control 
of Grodnomeliovodkhoz which 
invested its heart and soul into 
the work. Its specialists are now 
preparing to repair the Kuzhinets 
border gateway, in co-operation 

with the Polish side. In addition, 
they have developed the tourist 
infrastructure and now have a ho-
tel for 15, a farmstead, a museum 
of the canal’s history and a motor 
boat. In addition, the rental of cat-
amarans, boats, motorcycles and 
bicycles is available. This year, 
the purchase of another motor 
boat is planned.

Connecting artery
The Head of Sports and Tour-

ism Department at the Grodno 
Regional Executive Committee, 
Oleg Andreichik, says that, in the 
season, the area is full of tourists. 
“Last year, over 100 thousand 
guests visited the Avgustovsky 
Canal, though this figure was 
only around 28,000 four years 
ago,” he noted. 

The number of Internet re-
quests related to the Belarusian 
part of the Avgustovsky Canal in-
creased 15 times in 2018 against 
2017. This is now the place for 

holidays, festivals, events and a 
large start-up platform for entre-
preneurship.

In recent years, 15 farm-
steads, dozens of kilometres of 
new highways and bike paths 
have been constructed. In 2019, 
a 50km bike path — from the 
border with Poland to Grodno — 
will be built. The value of the ca-
nal is that it is a unique cross-bor-
der facility. Almost all routes are 
planned in terms of cross-border 
attractiveness. Starting a journey 
in Poland and passing through 

Belarus, anyone can get to Lith-
uania. Of the 103 kilometres of 
canal, 80 are in Poland and 23 in 
Belarus. Further on in Lithuania, 
it’s possible to reach the Nieman 
River. A checkpoint for water, 
foot and cycling tourists operates 
on the canal and, last year, it was 
used by 3 thousand fans of out-
door activities. Negotiations are 
underway to open another check-
point to loop the routes.

The Avgustovsky Canal has 
truly connected the neighbouring 
countries with strong friendships. 
At the tourist exhibition in Minsk, 
it was presented for the first time 
as a single product, not divided 
into Polish and Belarusian parts. 
Moreover, the possibility of a 
visa-free visit to this man-made 
natural oasis has removed un-
necessary barriers and given an 
opportunity to foreign citizens to 
easily come to the site and enjoy 
holidays in one of the most beau-
tiful places on the planet. 

Avgustovsky, you are super!
The restored Avgustovsky Canal is a unique place to relax for Belarusian 
holidaymakers, and attracts many thousands of tourists from all over the world
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The World Health Organi-
sation declared the Ebola 
outbreak in the Democrat-
ic Republic of Congo to be 
a ‘public health emergency 
of international concern’, 
saying the recent risk of its 
spread in the city of Goma 
and into Uganda had in-
creased the threat

W H O  C h i e f  Te d r o s 
Adhanom Ghebreyesus said he 
had accepted the recommenda-
tions of a committee of inter-
national experts which stressed 

there should be no restrictions 
on travel or trade and no entry 
screening of passengers at ports 
or airports outside the immedi-
ate region.

The International Health 
Regulations Emergency Com-
mittee met after the first Ebola 
patient died in Goma, the larg-
est city in the east of the De- 
mocratic Republic of the Con-
go.

Goma has a population 
of roughly 1 million and is a 
transport hub. This has raised 

fears that the virus could spread 
more widely in what is already 
the second deadliest ever Ebola 
epidemic.

The IHR Emergency Com-
mittee stated that no borders 
should be closed and no re-
strictions should be imposed 
on the movement of people or 
goods as such measures would 
only encourage informal border 
crossings.

The committee has en-
couraged neighbouring at-risk 
countries to increase prepar-

edness. “They should have a 
system in place to detect and 
manage cases, and ensure they 
don’t spread further,” recom-
mended the WHO.

“Countries should continue 
to map population movements 
and sociological patterns that 
can predict risk of the dis-
ease spread. At-risk countries 
should put in place approvals 
for investigational medicines 
and vaccines as an immediate 
priority for preparedness,” said 
the WHO.

International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) Chief Chris-
tine Lagarde offered her 
resignation, ahead of her 
possible confirmation as 
the next President of the 
European Central Bank 
(ECB), sparking a race to 
appoint her successor

In her resignation letter, 
Lagarde, 63, said she had ‘ago-
nised’ over whether to accept the 
European Council’s nomination 
to replace Mario Draghi at the 
ECB but that she had ‘eventually 
decided to accept’.

The former French Cabinet 
Minister, whose second term at 
the Head of the IMF was sched-
uled to expire in 2021, said she 
would step down on September 
12th as it is ‘the most likely date 
of my hearing before the Eco-

nomic Commission of the Eu-
ropean Parliament’. Known as 
the ‘rock star’ of international 
finance, Ms. Lagarde, 63, began 
her career as a lawyer before 
moving into politics.

She served in various mi- 
nisterial posts under Nicolas 
Sarkozy before being elected as 
the first female boss of the IMF 
— replacing Dominique Strauss 
-Kahn. She added that the IMF’s 
Executive Board ‘will now be 
taking the necessary steps to 
move forward with the process 
for selecting a new Managing 
Director’.

The Fund, created at the end 
of World War II to foster glob-
al financial cooperation, has al-
ways had a European at its helm 
as part of an understanding with 
the United States.

Christine Lagarde 
resigns as Head of IMF

The European 
Union will 
reduce its 
financial 
assistance and 
halt high-level 
talks with the 
country as 
part of a set of 
sanctions over 
oil and gas 
drilling off the 
coast of Cyprus
EU foreign ministers who 

met in Brussels decided to 
reduce the pre-accession as-
sistance to Turkey for 2020 
by €145.8 million. They also 
suspended negotiations on an 
aviation agreement and halted 
high-level bilateral talks be-
tween the two countries.

Finally, they invited the Eu-
ropean Investment Bank — the 
EU’s non-profit lending institu-
tion — to review its lending ac-
tivities in Turkey, which totalled 
€358.8 million last year.

The Council once again 
called on Turkey to refrain 

from any drilling activities off 
the coast of Cyprus and instead, 
‘act in a spirit of good neigh-
bourliness and respect the sov-
ereignty and sovereign rights 
of Cyprus in accordance with 
international law’.

It also said that ‘it remains 
seized of the matter’ and that 
the bloc’s top diplomats and the 
EU Commission will ‘continue 
to work on options for targeted 
measures’.

Turkey sent a first drilling 
ship off the coast of Cyprus two 
months ago. The Republic of 
Cyprus legally has sovereignty 
over the whole island but it has 
been de facto partitioned with 
the self-declared Turkish Re-
public of Northern Cyprus since 

the 1974 Turkish invasion.
The EU condemned the 

move as ‘illegal’ but Ankara 
says the exploration is legal 
because it is in the territorial 
waters of what it calls North-
ern Cyprus. Turkey is the 
only country to recognise the 
territory as such and inflamed 
tensions by sending a second 
drilling ship, which arrived in 
the area last week.

In a statement issued, Tur-
key’s foreign ministries said 
the EU sanctions ‘will in no 
way affect Turkey’s determi-
nation to continue its hydro-
carbon activities in the East-
ern Mediterranean’.

Congo Ebola outbreak —  
a global health emergency

The world’s most famous 
clock, known as Big Ben 
after its bell, is currently 
being renovated

The building is the focal 
point of the Palace of Westmin-
ster, a UNESCO World Herit-
age site and the meeting place 
of the House of Commons and 
the House of Lords. Big Ben 
has been being undergoing res-
toration work since 2017, due 
for completion in 2021.

The conservation work has 
seen the bell remain in place, 
while the Great Clock has been 
dismantled, involving 11 tonnes 
of mechanism material.

“The Great Clock and its 
bell have become much loved 
representatives of our democ-
racy — and the conservation 
works currently taking place 
will ensure that it continues to 
be so for generations to come,” 
said Steve Jaggs, keeper of the 
Great Clock.

Old fashioned pennies on 
the pendulum help to keep 
the Great Clock accurate. The 
clock faces are being restored, 
with the cast iron frames being 
cleaned and repainted.

The 324 pieces of glass 
in each clock face are being 
swapped for mouth-blown and 
hand-cut replacements that are 
opal in colour, matching the 
originals.

The design for the clock 
was decided in a competi-
tion, in 1846, won by bar-
rister Edmund Beckett Den-
ison.

London’s iconic 
landmark turns 
160 years old

European Union sanctions Turkey 
for drilling off the coast of Cyprus

Materials prepared with aid  
of information agencies
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The exposition showed 64 
works, illustrating the events 
of the Old Testament. It ena-
bled visitors to immerse them-
selves in the unusual world 
created by Marc Chagall’s 
bright multi-coloured lith-
ographs and enhanced with 
delicately selected music. The 
works were accompanied by 
Biblical texts describing each 
story, allowing the viewer to 
receive new impressions and 
emotions, while also learning 
many new things about the art-
ist’s creativity and his unique 
perception of Holy Writ.

Marc Chagall was born in 
Liozno, close to Vitebsk, to a 
big patriarchal Jewish fami-
ly. His mother was a house-
wife, while his father was an 
ordinary worker. Back in his 
childhood, Marc Chagall had 
said: ‘Mum… I want to be 
a painter’. His parents were 
against his choice. He recol-
lected, “My mother looked at 
my picture saying, ‘My God, 
what eyes she has!’ Then 
she said: ‘My son, I see that 
you really have talent…but 
it would be better for you to 
become a salesman, Oh God, 
why does this happen to us?”

Marc Chagall wrote in the 
foreword to the catalogue at 
the opening of the Biblical 
Message Museum in Nice in 
1973: ‘From my early youth 
I was fascinated with the Bi-
ble. It always seemed to me 
and it seems to me now that 
this book is the biggest source 
of poetry of all time. I have al-
ways looked for ancient times 
reflected in life and in art. The 
Bible is similar to nature and 
I try to reflect this mystery’.

Biblical motifs run like 

a golden thread through the 
whole creative oeuvre of 
the artist, giving the impres-
sion that the painter took the 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Bible in with his moth-
er’s milk and this is invisibly 
reflected in all his works.

The Holy Writ was a fa-
vourite book for Chagall from 
his childhood. The whole life 
of the painter’s family was 
immersed in Jewish traditions, 
customs and holidays. Each 
Saturday, prayers were read 
and candles lit. During feast 
days, all members of the fam-
ily went to the synagogue and 
after long prayers and singing 
they had a celebratory meal. 
The painter describes these 
years in his autobiography 
with great love and tender-
ness: ‘My soul was left there. 
You should look for it here’.

Biblical motifs are also 
seen in Chagall’s early crea-
tivity. He later said: ‘At that 
time I didn’t see the Bible but 
only dreamt of it’. In the early 
1930s, the artist received an 
order from the famous French 

publisher, Ambroise Vollard, 
to make a series of illustra-
tions for the Old Testament. 
Chagall tackled this work very 
seriously and it was important 
for him not only to analyse the 
text but also to ‘see the Bible’. 
Therefore, together with his 
family, the painter made a pil-
grimage to the Holy places of 

the Old Testament —– Pales-
tine, Syria and Egypt.

He called the impressions 
from this trip the strongest in 
his life. The journey inspired 
him to create many works 
which would be later united 
under the title Biblical Mes-
sage. In 1973, these piec-
es later acquired their own 

‘home’, as the painter called 
the similarly named museum 
in Nice. The museum was the 
‘pet project’ for Chagall and 
he hoped that ‘the young and 
not-so-young would come 
there hoping to find an ideal 
of brotherhood and love of 
which my lines and colours 
were dreaming of’.

The painter said: ‘The Bi-
ble is similar to nature and I 
try to reflect this mystery’. 
Marc Chagall mastered the 
techniques of lithography and 
stained glass specially to cre-
ate works with Biblical plots. 
Illustrations for the Bible oc-
cupy a most important place 
in his creativity. The painter 
who loved the Book of Books 
and who found the major 
source of inspiration in it, 
travelled a long way before he 
created a series of lithographs 
illustrating the Old and New 
Testaments.

Twelve sketches for the 
stained-glass windows for the 
synagogue of the Hadassah 
Medical Centre in Jerusalem 
were presented at the Libra 
Gallery in Minsk, as well as 
forty lithographs illustrating 
the Bible. The painter began 
to create this graphical series 
back in the 1930s, but it was 
only finished after WWII. 
This work required huge 
spiritual focus and was ex-
tremely difficult from a phys-
ical point of view.

Unfortunately, the works 
of our fellow countryman 
don’t often go on display in 
Belarus and just a few muse-
ums boast true works by Marc 
Chagall in their collections. 
Therefore, the current exhibi-
tion is a real gift for all those 
keen on the creativity of the 
world-famous artist.

Marc Chagall and  
Old Testament stories
La Bible exhibition, held at Minsk’s Libra 
exhibition hall, aroused great interest among 
visitors, as this series of Marc Chagall’s works 
went on display for the first time in Belarus
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Art project about the beauty 
of the surrounding world

By Aleksandr Pimenov

The National Historical 
Museum of Belarus has recent-
ly signed a cooperation agree-
ment with the Guangdong-CIS 
International Technological 
Cooperation Union. The doc-
ument was signed by the mu-
seum’s Director Pavel Sapotko 
and the Manager of the Guang-

dong-CIS International Tech-
nological Cooperation Union, 
Lu Wei.

“A very good friendship is 
evolving between China and 
Belarus. We’re fond of Belaru-
sian culture and history, which 
is why we’ve signed the agree-
ment. We intend to implement 
joint projects in the future,” 
noted Lu Wei.

Furthermore, the National 
Historical Museum hosted an 
exhibition on Chinese tradition-
al black brick tea. The technolo-
gy used to make this kind of tea 
represents China’s intangible 
cultural legacy. Thanks to many 
years of expertise in tea produc-
tion, Yantong Trade Company, 
previously known as Baishaxi 
Tea Factory, has developed ten 

varieties of black tea and twen-
ty-one classic varieties from six 
provinces in China.

At present, the Chinese ar-
range many tea ceremonies and 
presentations of tea collections 
as a cultural and public diplo-
macy tool in various countries 
within the framework of the 
Belt and Road initiative. The 
presentation in Minsk culmi-
nated with the signing of an 
agreement on cooperation be-
tween the National Historical 
Museum of Belarus and the 
Yantong Company.

“We’ve found several areas 
where we could work within the 
framework of this kind of cul-
tural and scientific exchange,” 
noted Ms. Sapotko. “There are 
some interesting ideas, particu-
larly regarding the representa-
tion and popularisation of our 
historical and cultural values. 
We’re very interested in stud-
ying their different approaches 
and mechanisms, as this way 
China’s legacy is not only pre-
served but also popularised in 
modern times. This year marks 
the 70th anniversary of the 
establishment of the People’s 
Republic of China, and we 
plan to arrange many projects. 

Next month, we’ll implement 
projects with the Shenyang 
Financial Museum and the 
Shanghai International Culture 
Association. This is why we are 
now at an exciting phase of the 
intercultural dialogue between 
Belarus and China.”

According to Mr. Sapotko, 
possible projects they are con-
sidering are the mutual publi-
cations of scientific journals, 
including monographs on the 
intangible legacy in Belarus 
and China. “We would like to 
use the potential and knowl-
edge of the Yantong Company 
and the Guangdong-CIS Inter-
national Technological Coop-
eration Union as much as pos-
sible,” he said.

National Historical Museum of Belarus develops ties with Chinese partners

Famous masters of artistic textile from Belarus, Russia, 
Ukraine, Poland and Lithuania present their works in Vitebsk

Roadmap illustrates new direction

By Olga Korneeva

“The art project is symbol-
ically entitled ‘Unity’ and the 
exposition showcases more 
than 60 works by 52 authors. 
Many of them work in an in-
novative style but each reflects 
national motifs. We can see 
their creative unity at the ex-
hibition,” emphasised Olga 
Akunevich, who heads the Art 

Museum in Vitebsk, hosting 
the project.

According to the project’s 
Curator, the Chair of the Artis-
tic Textile Section at the Bela-
rusian Union of Artists, Olga 
Rednikina, the topic of unity 
is very closely connected with 
the Slavianski Bazaar in Vitebsk 
Festival. “The festival brings to-
gether creative people from var-
ious countries, with a harmoni-

ous space being created and the 
unity of various cultures taking 
place. The works presented at 
the exhibition have been creat-
ed in various topics, using com-
pletely different materials, in-
cluding textiles but, as a result, 
they present an integral piece,” 
notes Ms. Rednikina.

The works on display reflect 
the topics of national history and 
culture, mythology and folk-

lore, as well as human beauty 
and the beauty of the surround-
ing world and motifs of nature. 
Each has an individual world 
outlook, a complex palette of 
human feelings and senses and 
shows the beauty of the sur-
rounding world. A unique lan-
guage of masters of textile art 
is seen due to the compositional 
arrangement, colour, rhythm 
and texture.

Pavel Sapotko

Near the National Historical Museum entrance
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By Arina Novikova

Yekaterina Karsten wins 
Belarus Rowing Champion-
ship in Brest

Two-time Olympic champi-
on plans to qualify for her eighth 
Summer Olympic Games that 
will take place in 2020 in To-

kyo, as part of one of the Bela-
rusian crew. However, she still 
won’t give way to her younger 
rivals in the women’s single 
sculls. At the race in Brest, she 
defeated Anna Volokhovich of 
Minsk (who finished second) 
and Aleksandra Kirikovich of 
Brest (who claimed bronze).

Kristina Staroselets and Ta-
tiana Klimovich finished first 
in the double sculls while the 
2019 European champions in 
the light boats category, Yelena 
Furman and Anastasia Yanina, 
came second.

In the men’s competitions, 
a struggle was seen between 
Denis Migal and the bronze 
medallist of the 2019 European 
Rowing Championships, Filipp 
Paukov. As a result, Denis was 
victorious, beating his opponent 
by less than a second.

The Belarus Championship 
was a test before the major start 
of the season for Belarusian 
rowers, the World Champion-
ship, due to take place in the 
Austrian city of Linz from Au-
gust 26th to September 1st.

Karsten still in good shape

By Igor Svetlov

BATE Borisov footballers 
got through to the se-
cond qualifying round of 
the Champions League, 
achieving a comeback vic-
tory — 2:1 — in the return 
match of the first qualify-
ing round over Poland’s 
Piast at the Municipal 
Stadium in Gliwice

The first meeting at Bor-
isov-Arena ended in a draw 
— 1:1. Aleksey Baga’s team 
started the first half of the 
away game with the upper 
hand and completely took the 
initiative for fifteen minutes. 
However, the attacks of the 
Borisov players lacked sharp 
completion while the few 
attacks organised by Jasse 
Tuominen and his colleagues 
didn’t pose any threat to Pol-
ish Piast’s net. Gradually, 
the hosts seized the initiative 
and in the 21st minute, Jakub 
Czerwinski hit Anton Chich-
kan’s net after an aerial pass 
from the left flank.

The second half of the 
game saw for a long struggle 
almost without any threat to 
the nets. However, the cham-
pions of Belarus managed to 

take the lead 15 minutes be-
fore the end of the game when 
Hervaine Moukam (substitute) 
converted a penalty in the 82nd 
minute. Five minutes later, 
BATE’s Zakhar Volkov scored 
the winning goal after receiv-

ing a pass from captain, Igor 
Stasevich, taking the score to 
2:1. After the match, Aleksey 
Baga, pleased with the victory, 
said that in such matches the 
most important thing is the re-
sult and it has been achieved.

In the second qualifying 
round of the continent’s major 
tournament, BATE Borisov 
will face Rosenborg (Nor-
way). The champions of Nor-
way twice defeated Linfield 
(Northern Ireland) — 2:0 

(away) and 4:0 (at home). The 
first match between BATE 
Borisov and Rosenborg will 
take place in Borisov on July 
24th, while the return game 
will be played in Trondheim 
on July 31st.

Comeback victory enables 
BATE to continue the struggle

By Svetlana Savelieva

Krylia Sovetov forward 
Sergey Kornilenko of 
Belarus, 36, decides to end 
his career

According to the Chairman 
of the Board of Directors of the 
Samara club, Aleksandr Fetisov, 
Mr. Kornilenko made this deci-
sion due to an injury the forward 
received at the end of the previ-
ous season. Sergey Kornilenko, 
together with Andrey Karyaka, 
is the best scorer in the history of 
Samara’s Krylia Sovetov club. 
It’s expected that Kornilenko 
will join the coaching staff of 
the Samara club, led by Miodrag 
Božović.

Sergey Kornilenko played 
eight seasons as part of this team, 
also performing for Zenit, Tom, 
Rubin, Blackpool, Dinamo Kiev 
and Dinamo Minsk. From 2003-
2017, Kornilenko also played for 
the Belarusian national squad, in 
78 matches scoring 17 goals.

By Irina Sergeeva

Belarusian decathlete Vitaly Zhuk wins 
first place in the individual ranking, while 
the national team of Belarus takes second 
place at the European All-Around Team 
Championship

At the competitions held in Ukrainian Lutsk, 
Vitaly Zhuk scored a total of 8,237 points after 
ten events. Eduard Mikhan took 12th position. 
Silver medallist of the Beijing Olympics 2008, 
Andrey Kravchenko who recently returned to the 
sport after a long break due to serious injury, was 
placed 15th.

Among the Belarusian women, the best 
result was from Yulia Rout who scored 5,573 
points and made the top ten. Ukrainian, Darina 

Sloboda, was the overall inner; scoring 6,165 
points.

In the team event, the Belarusian team took 
silver with a score of 39,560 points. Estoni-
an athletes (39,959) were the champions and 
bronze went to the UK (39,433).

Vitaly Zhuk is first and team wins silver 
By Natalia Yemelyanova

Belarusian athletes win six 
gold medals at the 2019 
ECA Junior and U23 Canoe 
Sprint European Champi-
onships, held in the Czech 
village of Račice

In the U23 men’s K4 500m the 
quartet of Aleksey Misyuchenko, 
Yuri Tkachev, Stanislav Daineko 
and Vladislav Litvinov claimed 
gold in the 500m competition. 
Another gold medal was award-
ed to Inna Savchuk in the U23 
category who finished first in the 
U23 K1 women’s 500m, ahead of 
Polish Małgorzata Puławska and 
Swedish Melina Andersson.

First place in the junior rank-
ings was taken by the Belarusian 

rowers, with Vladislav Poleshko 
and Matvey Shalak finishing 
first in the men’s C2 1,000m. On 
the final day of the competitions, 
Aleksandra Kallaur won gold in 
the women’s C1 junior 200m, 
winning again with Yelizaveta 
Prikhodko in the women’s junior 
C2 500m. Furthermore, Veroni-
ka Leonyuk clinched the gold 
in the women’s K1 500m in the 
junior category.

Alongside the gold medals, 
the youth and junior national 
team of Belarus also earned one 
silver and eight bronze awards at 
the 2019 ECA Junior and U23 
Canoe Sprint European Cham-
pionships. In total, Belarusian 
rowers brought home fifteen 
medals.

Young rowers take the lead

A busy future in coaching 

Joy from victory
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More than 500 rare automobiles presented at International SunDay Auto Festival in Grodno

EXHIBITIONS THEATRES

NATIONAL ART MUSEUM  
OF BELARUS
20 Lenin Street
Until 11th August. Edges of Realism

NATIONAL LIBRARY  
OF BELARUS
116 Nezavisimosti Avenue
Until 7th April. Fantasy Land

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY  
OF BELARUS
11 Sovetskaya Street
Until 2nd August. Killed Strongmen  
of Belarusian Land

TROITSKY SUBURBS
7A Bogdanovich Street
Until 2nd August. Live Singing Birds

NATIONAL CENTRE  
OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS
3 Nekrasov Street
Until 4th August. Sport is High Art

NATIONAL CENTRE  
OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS
47 Nezavisimosti Avenue
Until 1st September. Kazimir Malevich  
and 21st Century

VANKOVICH HOUSE
33A Internatsionalnaya Street
Until 12th September. Poetry of Silver

MUSEUM OF BELARUSIAN 
LITERATURE HISTORY
13 M. Bogdanovich Street
Until 31st July. Sport in Writer’s Life
Until 15th September. Vasil Bykov: 
Stipples of Life
Until 26th August. Fairy Enchanting World

MIKHAIL SAVITSKY ART 
GALLERY
15 Svobody Square
Until 31st August. Amy Winehouse:  
A Family Portrait
Until 15th September. Ladies Tricks
Until 15th September. European Martial 
Arts: from Vulcan’s Forge to the Arts  
of Mars

LEONID SHCHEMELEV ART 
GALLERY
10 Revolyutsionnaya Street
Until 4th August. Exhibition dedicated to 
200th anniversary since the birth  
of Stanisław Moniuszko

HIGH PLACE
2A Gertsen Street
Until 18th August. Commonwealth

YANKA KUPALA LITERARY 
MUSEUM
4 Yanka Kupala Street
Until 17th August. Being Honoured  
to Present — Ovanes Tumanyan

©
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Impression of the week

CONCERTS AND PARTIES

THEATRE-STUDIO OF CINEMA 
ACTORS
13 Pobediteley Avenue
25 and 26.07. Nobody Ever Said Life 
Would Be Easy
27.07. ...Forgetting Herostratos!
28.07. Two Arrows

YANKA KUPALA THEATRE
7 Engels Street
25.07. School of Taxpayers
26.07. The Government Inspector
28.07. Hangmen
29.07. Paulinka

MUSICAL THEATRE
44 Myasnikov Street
25.07. Titanic
26.07. Gala-concert

MODERN ART THEATRE
5 Oktyabrskaya Street
26.07. House Upside Down
29.07. House Upside Down-2

MODERN ART THEATRE 
(SUMMER PALACE)
4 Voiskovy Lane
25 and 31.07. Seagull

CHAMBER DRAMA THEATRE
5 Frunze Street
26.07. The Devil and Miss Prym 
immersive show performance
31.07. A Blockhead

UPPER TOWN
23A Svobody Square
27.07. Classics at the Town Hall: National 
Academic Folk Orchestra of the Republic 
of Belarus (named after I. Zhinovich)
01.08. Organ music concert: Valery 
Shmat plays and sings

CENTRAL HOUSE OF OFFICERS
3 Krasnoarmeiskaya Street
27.07. Big Stand Up: Slava Komissarenko

HOUSE OF TRADE UNIONS
25 Nezavisimosti Avenue
31.07. Vocal jazz stars: Michelle 
Hendricks and Dwight Thompson

RE:PUBLIC
62 Pritytsky Street
25.07. IC3PEAK
26.07. 1980-1990s Disco
27.07. 1980-2000s Disco
28.07. 1990s Disco

TNT ROCK CLUB
9 Revolyutsionnaya Street
25.07. Artefact
26.07. Malibu & The Feedback
28.07. BI-2 band evening from the Time 
Square + Detroit band
30.07. Kvaternik cover-project 
31.07. Cross.B.Band

KILLFISH
4 Tolbukhin Street
31.07. Stand Up. Open Microphone
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